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RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES

lTime: 3 hours

(Maximum marks: i00)

PARI _- A

$4aximum marks : 1o) 
Marks

I Answer ail questions in one or two sentsnces. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. List any two factors affecting bio digestion.

Z. Enumerate geothermal resources.

3. Write the principle of conversion of solm radiation into heat'

4. List the classification of WEC system.

5. Enumerate the power converter used in wind energy applications. (5x2 = 10)

PART- - B

(Maximum mzrks: 30)

I Answer any fve of the following questions. Each questron carries 6 marks.

1. Describe briefly any three fbrms of non-conventional energy sources available

in nahrre.

2. Explain the classification of,biomass gesifiers

3. Describe any one medrod of solar radiation measurements'

4. Describe Solar Cooker.

5. Explarn the horizontal axis wind machtne.

6. Explain the variable spee<l variable frequency scfieine lor wind power generation.

1. Explarn the stand alone solat energy system. (5x6: 30)
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PART -_ C

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one f,il question from each unit. Each fu1l question carries 15 tnmks.)

Uxlr *- I
Dstinguish between dome type and drum type bioga-s plants.

Describe the open cycle ocean themral energy conversion.
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List the classification of bio-gas plantg.

Explain with neat sketch, the schematic

UNrr -
(a) Describe soiar distillation.

(b) Explarn the flat plate type solar collector.

layout of tidal power house.

II

(a)

o)

On

Describe the solar water heating systern.

List the direct solar energy applications.

UNrr := Ill _

Describe the basic componults of wind energy conversion system.

Explain lsovents and Isodynes.

On

Explain wind energy estimation.

Explain the environrnental impacts of wind power generation.

t,srr - IV

Explain with block diagram of solar PV system.

Describe the grid connected wind enerry system.

On

Describe step up or boost convertor.

Describe the grid connected FV system.


